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Supplies: 

You'll need the 4" square Multi loom for this 

one. 

And one digital battery tea light for each 

candle you make. 1&1/8" diameter (3cm). 

A nice sparkly Christmas yarn makes a 

pretty candle and you'll need 9.5 yards for 

each candle. Good for using up stash. 

Polly or wool stuffing. 

Yarn needle & scissors. 

 

 

Weave on square for each candle. Use your 

tea light and trace around it on a piece of 

shirt or cereal box cardboard. Cut out the 

circle. 

Sew your square into a tube. Use an over 

hand stitch thought the loops. knot! Make 

sure your tube is still wide enough for the 

candle to fit into one end.  

 

Using the same  yarn run a gather stitch 

thought the edge looms and draw up, Insert 

your cardboard circle into the bottom of the 

tube and center it. Draw the bottom of the 

candle tightly and knot. 

 

stuff the candle to ¾" from top. Insert your 

tea light into the top, adjust the amount of 

stuffing you need to keep the candle just 

below the top edge of the candle. You will 



have to take the candle out in order to turn 

it on and off. 

 

I don’t have ant holly or ivy but you could 

decorate your look with the silk version. 

These are stuck to the log with just a tiny 

bit of hot glue. 

 

I gatheredaround the edge of a 4" red 

square and pulled it up around the bottom 

of the candle to made a little base for it. 

 

 

 

They do glow in the dark! 

This is last years version. I used a 2" 

square to make the base and crocheted a 

circle for a handle. These were then sdew to 

the candle. If you don’t crochet (you really 

should learn) you could use a chenile stem 

for the handle. 

 

Decorate then wiuth sequiens, buttons, 

flowers, ribbon… You get the idea. 

 

 


